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У данiй роботi вивчається iнверсна напiвгрупа монотонних перетворень IOZ. Описанi стру-
ктура напiвгрупи, деякi найпростiшi властивостi її елементiв, iдеали та вiдношення Грiна на-
пiвгрупи. Показано, що iснує така система твiрних, що довiльний елемент напiвгрупи IOZ
можна подати у виглядi добутку не бiльш нiж чотирьох елементiв з цiєї системи твiрних. А
також доведено, що група автоморфiзмiв напiвгрупи IOZ iзоморфна нескiнченнiй дiедральнiй
групi D∞.

Ключовi слова: iнверсна напiвгрупа, напiвгрупа перетворень, iдеал, вiдношення Грiна, авто-
морфiзм.

The segroup theory is a relatively young but important direction in mathematics. It has been studied
by many mathematicians during the last decades. Naturally there are issues related to the semigroups
of transformations of some ordered set. We consider the so-called order-preserving transformations (a
transformation a : M → M of poset M is called order-preserving, if for all x < y from the domain of
a we have a(x) < a(y)).

The present paper is dedicated to the inverse semigroup of order-preserving transformations IOZ.
In the first part of this paper we describe a structure of the semigroup IOZ, properties of multiplication
and we show, that there is such generating system, that any element of semigroup IOZ can be written as
a product of at most four elements from that system. In the second part of this paper we describe ideals
and Green’s relations of the semigroup IOZ. And in the end we prove that the group of automorphisms
of IOZ is isomorphic to the infinite dihedral group D∞.

Key Words: inverse semigroup, semigroup of transformations, ideal, Green’s relation, automorphi-
sm.

Статтю представив доктор фiзико–математичних наук професор Кириченко В.В.

1 Introduction

The important direction in the theory of semi-
groups of transformations of some set M is
the study of semigroups of transformations
that somehow consistent with some additional
structure on the set M . Usually, this structure
is a certain partial order on M . Consistency
with the order can be understood in different
ways. We consider the so-called order-preserving
transformations. A transformation a : M → M
of poset M is called order-preserving, if for all
x < y from the domain of a we have a(x) < a(y).
Many papers are dedicated to the study of semi-
groups of order-preserving transformations of the
linearly ordered sets ([1], [2], [3], [4]). The semi-
groups of order-preserving transformations of the
linearly ordered infinite sets have been studied in

papers ([5], [6]). However, at the moment there are
many open questions for the case of infinite sets.

In this paper we consider the inverse semi-
group IOZ of order-preserving transformations.
In particular, we describe the ideals of this semi-
group, its automorphisms, and show that there
exists a system of generators such that every
element of the semigroup IOZ can be written as a
product of at most four elements from this system.

We keep the notations from [3].

2 Main definitions and properties

We denote by Z the set of all integers with the
natural linear order.

Definition 2.1. The semigroup of all partial
injections a : Z → Z, which preserve the natural
order on Z (that is for every x < y from the
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domain of a we have a(x) < a(y)) is called an
inverse semigroup, which preserves an order on the
set Z. We denote this semigroup by IOZ.

We define the norm of a subset A on this set
by the following rule:

||A||=





k, if A is finite and contains k elements,
+∞, if A contains an infinite number of

elements and is bounded from below,

−∞, if A contains an infinite number of
elements and is bounded from above,

2∞, if A contains an infinite number of
elements and is not bounded.

The norms take values in the set {0, 1, 2, . . .} ∪
{+∞,−∞, 2∞}, which is a poset with order
determined by following Hasse diagram:
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For a partial injection a : Z→ Z we denote by
dom(a) and im(a) the domain and the image of a
respectively. If a is monotone, then ||dom(a)|| =
|| im(a)||. In this case the number nrank(a) =
||dom(a)|| = || im(a)|| is called the normalized
rank of a transformation a.

Proposition 1. For any a, b ∈ IOZ
nrank(ab) 6 min(nrank(a), nrank(b)).

Proof. For every element x ∈ Z we have
(ab)(x) = b(a(x)). This implies im(ab) ⊂ im(b),
so, clearly, we have || im(ab)|| 6 || im(b)||. Hence
nrank(ab) 6 nrank(b). Let x be an arbitrary
element from dom(ab). Since (ab)(x) = b(a(x)),
we have x ∈ dom(a). Hence, dom(ab) ⊂ dom(a),
which implies inequality ||dom(ab)|| 6 ||dom(a)||.
Thus we have nrank(ab) 6 nrank(a).

For any two subsets A and B of the set Z
with equal norms less then 2∞, there exists a uni-
que element a of the semigroup IOZ such that
A = dom(a) and B = im(a). If ||A|| = ||B|| = 2∞,
then there are infinitely many elements a of the
set IOZ such that A = dom(a) and B = im(a). In
the latter case in order to determine a one needs
to specify its value at some point. For conveni-
ence, any element a ∈ IOZ with A = dom(a),
B = im(a), and m = a(n) will be denoted by
πA,B,n→m, where n ∈ A, m ∈ B. The element
n ∈ A in this notation will be chosen as follows. It
is the minimal element of the set A with respect
to the order 0 < 1 < −1 < 2 < −2 < . . . < k <
−k < k + 1 < −k − 1 < . . ..

The semigroup IOZ contains an identity, whi-
ch is the identical transformation idZ, and a zero,
which is the nowhere defined transformation. The
set of idempotents

E(IOZ) = {idA, A ⊂ Z} := {πA,A, A ⊂ Z}

forms a semigroup, which is isomorphic to the
semigroup (2Z,∩). The idempotent e is primiti-
ve element if and only if e = id{n} for some n ∈ Z.
The semigroup IOZ is an inverse semigroup si-
nce it is a regular semigroup in which idempotents
commute. Inverse element of an element πA,B,n→m

is πB,A,m→n.

Proposition 2. Each element of the semigroup
IOZ can be written as a product of at most four
elements of the set

G := {a ∈ IOZ| dom(a) = Z or im(a) = Z}.

Proof. Every element of a normalized rank
less then 2∞ can be written as a product of two
elements of a normalized rank 2∞: πA,B,n→m =
idC ·b, where C∩dom(b) = A and b(A) = B. Every
element of a normalized rank 2∞ can be written as
a product of two elements from the set G. Indeed,
let a ∈ IOZ and nrank(a) = 2∞, moreover
a = πA,B,n→m, then a = πA,Z,n→kπZ,B,k→m.
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3 Ideals and Green’s relations

Theorem 3.1. Let a ∈ IOZ. Then
1) a principal left ideal generated by an element

a has the following form

IOZ · a = {b ∈ IOZ : im(b) ⊆ im(a)}

2) a principal right ideal generated by an
element a has the following form

a · IOZ = {b ∈ IOZ : dom(b) ⊆ dom(a)}

3) a principal two-sided ideal generated by an
element a has the following form

IOZ·a·IOZ={b∈IOZ :nrank(b)6nrank(a)}

Proof.

1) Let Ma = {b ∈ IOZ : im(b) ⊆ im(a)}. If
c ∈ IOZ then ca(x) = a(c(x)) by definition.
Thus im(ca) ⊆ im(a) and IOZ · a ⊆ Ma.
Now let im(b) ⊆ im(a). Denote A = dom(b),
B = im(b). Then ||A|| = ||B||. Denote
C = a−1(B). Since a−1 is partially defined
injection, ||C|| = ||B||. So ||A|| = ||C|| and
there exists a transformation α : A → C.
Then b = α · a. Hence Ma ⊆ IOZ · a.

2) Analogous to the proof of statement 1.

3) Let Ma = {b ∈ IOZ : nrank(b) 6
nrank(a)}. For arbitrary c, d ∈ IOZ we have
the following inequalities:

nrank(ca) 6 min{nrank(c), nrank(a)}
and

nrank(ad) 6 min{nrank(a), nrank(d)}.
Let b = c · a · d ∈ IOZ. Then we have

nrank(b) 6

6 min{nrank(c), nrank(a), nrank(d)} 6
6 nrank(a).

Thus IOZ · a · IOZ ⊆ Ma. Let now
nrank(b) 6 nrank(a). Denote A = dom(b),
B = im(b). Let C ⊆ dom(a) be an arbitrary
subset, such as ||C|| = nrank(b) = ||A||,
||D|| = ||a(C)|| = ||C|| = nrank(b) = ||B||.
There exist some transformations α : C → A
and β : D → B. Thus b = α−1 · aβ. Hence
Ma ⊆ IOZ · a · IOZ.

For every k ∈ N0 we denote by

Ik = {b ∈ IOZ : nrank(b) 6 k},

IF = {b ∈ IOZ : nrank(b) < ∞},

I+∞ = {b ∈ IOZ : nrank(b) 6 +∞},

I−∞ = {b ∈ IOZ : nrank(b) 6 −∞}.

Set F < ±∞, F > k for all k ∈ N0.

Proposition 3. The sets IF and Ik, k ∈ N0, are
two-sided ideals.

Proof. For the sets Ik, k ∈ N0, this statement
follows from the definition of an ideal and proposi-
tion 1. For arbitrary a ∈ IF and b ∈ IO(N,−N)
we have nrank(bab) 6 nrank(a) < ∞. So bab ∈ IF .
Hence IF is a two-sided ideal.

Proposition 4. Ir1 ⊆ Ir2 if and only if r1 6 r2.

Proof. Obviously, r1 6 r2 implies Ir1 ⊆ Ir2 .
We prove the converse statement by contradicti-
on. Assume that I+∞ ⊂ I−∞. In particular, it
means that some element a with a normalized rank
+∞ belongs to the ideal I−∞. By definition of the
ideal I−∞ we have that domain of every element of
this ideal is bounded from above. However dom(a)
contains an infinite number of positives. We arrive
to contradiction. Analogously one can show that
I−∞ 6⊂ I+∞. This completes the proof.

Proposition 5. Let I be the set of principal two-
sided ideals. Then every two-sided ideal of the
semigroup IOZ is a union of at most two sets from
the set I ∪ IF .

Proof. Let I ⊂ IOZ be two-sided ideal. Every
two-sided ideal is a union of principal two-sided
ideals. Let the set of normalized ranks of elements
of the ideal I contain 2∞. Then decomposition of
the ideal I into the union of principal ideals contai-
ns the principal ideal IOZ. Therefore, I = IOZ.

Let the set of normalized ranks of elements
of the ideal I is bounded from above by an
element l (±∞). Then we take the ideal Il (I±∞)
in decomposition of the ideal I. If the set of
normalized ranks of elements of the ideal I is not
bounded from above, then we take the ideal IF in
decomposition of the ideal I.
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Consider the case when the set of normalized
ranks of elements of the ideal I is not bounded
from above by elements −∞ and +∞. There exist
elements a, b ∈ I such that nrank(a) = −∞ and
nrank(b) = +∞. So I−∞ ∪ I+∞ = I(a)∪ I(b) ⊂ I.
Suppose I 6⊂ I−∞ ∪ I+∞. Then there exists an
element a ∈ I such that a ∈ IOZ \ (I−∞ ∪ I+∞),
that is normalized rank of this element is greater
than −∞ or +∞. Therefore nrank(a) = 2∞. We
arrive to contradiction. So I ⊂ I−∞ ∪ I+∞. Hence
I = I−∞ ∪ I+∞. All other cases are similar.

The next theorem provides a description of
Green’s relations in IOZ.
Theorem 3.2. Let a, b ∈ IOZ. Then

1) aLb if and only if im(a) = im(b);

2) aRb if and only if dom(a) = dom(b);

3) aHb if and only if im(a) = im(b) and
dom(a) = dom(b);

4) aJ b if and only if nrank(a) = nrank(b);

5) D = J .

Proof.

1) Let aLb. Then a ∈ Lb, b ∈ La and im(a) ⊆
im(b), im(b) ⊆ im(a). Therefore im(a) =
im(b). On the other hand, if im(a) = im(b),
then b ∈ IOZa and a ∈ IOZb. This implies
IOZb ⊆ IOZa and IOZa ⊆ IOZb. Thus we
have IOZa = IOZb, so aLb.

2) Analogous to the proof of statement 1.

3) Let aHb. Then aLb and aRb by definition,
that is im(a) = im(b) and dom(a) = dom(b).

4) Let aJ b. Then a ∈ Jb, b ∈ Ja and
nrank(a) 6 nrank(b), nrank(b) 6 nrank(a).
Therefore nrank(a) = nrank(b). On the
other hand if nrank(a) = nrank(b), then b ∈
IOZaIOZ and a ∈ IOZbIOZ. This impli-
es IOZaIOZ ⊆ IOZbIOZ and IOZbIOZ ⊂
IOZaIOZ. Thus we have IOZaIOZ =
IOZbIOZ, so aJ b.

5) D ⊆ J by definition. Let aJ b, then
nrank(a) = nrank(b) and ||dom(a)|| =
|| im(b)||. So there exists c ∈ IOZ such that
dom(c) = dom(a) and im(c) = im(b). This
implies aRc and cLb. Then a(R◦L)b. Thus
aDb. Hence J ⊆ D.

4 Automorphisms

Recall that the infinite dihedral group D∞ is the
group of symmetries (both rotations and reflecti-
ons) of the set of integers Z with respect to
composition.

Theorem 4.1. Aut(IOZ) ' D∞.

Proof. Let f be an automorphism of IOZ.
An automorphism maps an ideal to an ideal,
moreover the relation of inclusion is preserved.
One can conclude from the diagram of ideals that
f(Ik) = Ik for every k ∈ N0, f(IF ) = IF and
f(I±∞) = I±∞ or f(I±∞) = I∓∞. Let a ∈ IOZ
be an element of a normalized rank k for some
k ∈ N0. Then a ∈ Ik \ Ik−1. This implies f(a) ∈ Ik

and f(a) 6∈ Ik−1. Thus f(a) ∈ Ik \ Ik−1 and
nrank(f(a)) = k. Similarly one can prove that
nrank(f(a)) = ±∞ for a of normalized rank ±∞
in case f(I±∞) = I±∞ and nrank(f(a)) = ∓∞ for
a of normalized rank ±∞ in case f(I±∞) = I∓∞.
Let a be an element of normalized rank 2∞. Then
it does not belong to any ideal Ik, I+∞ and I−∞
for every k ∈ N0. Thus f(a) does not belong to
any of these ideals. Hence it has normalized rank
2∞.

An automorphism f induces a bijection ϕ
on the set of primitive elements. The map ϕ
specifies a permutation τϕ on the set Z by the
following rule: τϕ(x) = y if and only if ϕ(id{x}) =
id{y}. So π{i},{j} = id{i}π{i},{j}id{j}. This
implies f(π{i},{j}) = f(id{i})f(π{i},{j})f(id{j})
or f(π{i},{j}) = id{τ(i)}f(π{i},{j})id{τ(j)}. Since
f preserves normalized ranks of the type k,
where k ∈ N0, then nrank f(π{i},{j}) = 1.
On the other hand dom(id{τ(i)}f(π{i},{j})id{τ(j)})
does not contain any element τ(z), if z 6=
i. Thus dom f(π{i},{j}) = {τ(i)}. Analogously
im f(π{i},{j}) = {τ(j)}. Therefore f(π{i},{j}) =
π{τ(i)},{τ(j)}.

Let a ∈ IOZ be an element such that i ∈
dom(a) and a(i) = j. Then id{i} ·a·id{j} = π{i},{j}.
Hence id{τ(i)} f(a) id{τ(j)} = π{τ(i)},{τ(j)}. So
τ(i) ∈ dom(f(a)) and f(a)(τ(i)) = τ(j). Since i ∈
dom(a) is arbitrary, then dom(f(a)) ⊃ τ(dom(a)).
For every i 6∈ dom(a) we have id{i} ·a = 0.
So id{τ(i)} f(a) = 0 and τ(i) 6∈ dom f(a). Thus
dom f(a) = τ(dom(a)) and ϕ(a)(τ(i)) = τ(j) for
every i ∈ dom(a). Thus, an automorphism f is
completely determined by permutation τf , which
it induces on the set Z.
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If there exist pairs i < j, t < s such that
τf (i) < τf (j), τf (s) < τf (t), then we have f(a) =
π{τf (i),τf (j)},{τf (t),τf (s)} 6∈ IOZ for a = π{i,j},{t,s} ∈
IOZ. We arrive to contradiction. So for all i, j such
that i < j we have τf (i) < τf (j) or for all i, j such
that i < j we have τf (i) > τf (j).

If τf (i) < τf (j) for every i, j such that
i < j, then τf (i) = i + t. In this case f(a) =
πdom(a),im(a)+t,n→a(n)+t, t ∈ Z. If τf (i) > τf (j) for
every i, j such that i < j, then τf (i) = −i − t. In
this case f(a) = πdom(a),im(a)+t,n→a(n)+t, t ∈ Z.
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